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This invention relates to a system of translat- I positive half cycle of the given high frequency 
ing the minufte variation of inductance or capac- oscillation. The mean value of the plate current . ` 
ity into the variation of electric current or volt- ' is determined by the control grid voltage-both 
age. which consists in impressing high frequency - amplitude and the relative phase relation to the 

5 voltage upon the screen grids of tetrode or pen. screen grid voltage phase-under the constant s 
tode valves trompa separate high frequency oscil- 'plate voltage and the constant screen grid ex 
lator, and on the other hand forming a tuning citation. The control grid I is connected to the 

» circuit vincluding inductance or capacity. under tuning circuit 1, which is composed of 'condenser 
measurement; connecting said circuit to the con- I under measurement, condenser I0, and coil 9. 

m trol grid of the concerned for completing the Said tuning circuit, approximately tuned to the lo 
` grid circuit; feeding the voltage vof the' oscillator ' oscillator frequency,v is' supplied high frequency 

to said tuning circuit through the inter-electrode voltage from the oscillator through the inter' 
capacity between the electrodes between the'- electrode capacity between control grid I 4and 
above mentioned'two grids or by using also the screen‘grld 5. Y Grid leak resistance li and by 

15 outer connecting circuit; inserting an automatic pass condenser I2 are provided as an automatic~ u 1 
bias device consisting of grid leak resistance and bias device using grid current. Thus, the poten 
by-pass condenser into the cathode return of~ tial of the control grid 6 is given as the super 
the above grid circuit varying the plate current position of both the\high frequency -drop _voltage _ 
of said valve by utilizing the quick variation of across the tuning circuit 1 and D. C. bias voltage 

20 the high frequency voltage phase of the tuning across resistance II. » e ~ g() 
circuit and the variation of the control grid volt- Next, to explain the operation of the above sys- , 
age when the minute change of the test capacity tem, Figure i.’` shows a relation between the volt 
or inductance occurs, and'thus translating the ages Jof the screen grid ̀ and 'the control> grid. - 
minute variation of capacity or inductance into Figure 3 illustrates that the phase of the termi 

25 the corresponding change of voltage or current. nal Ivoltage of the tuning circuit varies at the 25 
'I‘he object of the presentvinvention is to provide detuning of said circuit. If the‘potentials of the” 
a system for improving the‘sensibility, accuracy grids land I are then given the same phase by 

' and stability of such a circuit system as utilizes Í adjusting th`e capacity Il of rthe tuning circuit 
phase shifting due to the variation of the res- ‘I in Figure 1, the plate current of the vacuum 

 30 onant frequency tuning circuit, especially for valve l' will show the maximum value.~ That is, 30` 
easily obtaining a desirable long maintenance off when the -potential ofthe control grid has the 
calibration hitherto considered diiìcult in this Esame phase as the screen grid potential as 
kind of circuit, by improving and simplifying the illustrated at (2B1) , the ̀ indication of an am 
known system a great deal, and alsoby using the meter Il shown in‘Figure l will show the maxi- , 

35 variation of the ’control grid voltage due to the mumvalue. ‘à I ' .35 
. tuning frequency. , `ï ' Y Next,‘if the value of the test capacity B changes i 

Referring to the appended drawing, _ f > by AC from the above condition, a difference in 
' Figure 1 is a diagram of an electrical connec- the phase of voltage between the grids l and G 
tion showing an example of .the manner of car- will become 0, and the plate current gradually 

40 rying out tlie present system into practice; - . decreases` as 0 increases, according to lthe value ¿o 
Figure 21s a graphic explanation of a relation of AC. Figure 2 illustrates this performance; an 

'between two control grids in the phase of elec- . area having hatching lines indicates the part 
tric potential; 'f ~ i \ , where the plate current cannot flow and accord 
' Figure 3 a diagram showing :the phase varia-f ingly the greater that part is, the smaller the~ 

¿5' tion due to capacity variation;  w ’ plate current will’ be. ` That is to'say,. the value 45 
l Figure 4 is a diagram showing the operation of of AC causes the great or small variation of 0 and' 

„ this system. . ' ’ " theJ great or small variation of 0 produces the 

Iny Figure U1, the output of an oscillator i is corresponding degree of theñ plate current. In 
transmitted into a coupling coil _2, thus causing other words, the degree of the variation -of the 

50 the-fall of thevoltage/toboth terminals of a ` test capacity may be measured by that ofthe 50 
tuning circuit comprisingacoillf and’ condenser plate current. A resistance I4 translatesvthe 
l, and feeding said voltage to a suitable vacuum plate lcurrent variation into voltage variationi if » 

 valve, for instance, to the screen grid electrode, necessary. ` It is also the case with the variation 
5 of a pentode 4. The plate current of said valve of the inductance l. ' ’  

', 55' isl able to iiow only when the screen grid‘l is at ' The above explanation shows brie?y the ope?- 55 



2 
ation and idea of the present system with re- e 
gard to a phase relation, but in- practice this 
system operates in a somewhat more complicat 
ed form. That islto say, so long as the anode 
voltage is not extremely great, the plate current 
begins to ñow from the point . ` 

and increases with the increment of the test ca-` 
» pacity C or test inductance L.v In the above for 
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mula, w represents oscillator angular frequency; 
L,'the inductance of the coil 9 in Figure 1; C, 
the sum of the capacity of the condensers 8 land 

- I0,.and Co, the coupling capacity between the 
grids 5 _and ~6. For the purpose of increasing C, ' 
the outer capacity may be added in parallel be" 
tween the grids 5 and 6. Q represents , ' 

AR 

at the'tuning circuit 1.- 'R is the loss resistance 
in the-above circuit 1. ' Y 

The point shown Vby'the above formula, the' 
.. , starting point of the plate current, indicates the 

' the coupling capacity Co.y The high frequency, 

'ao 

tuning point of the whole grid circuit‘including 

voltage of the grid 6 shows the maximum value 
at that point and the phase difference between 
the grids 5 and 6 is 90° .Figure 4- illustrates a re' 
lation between the variations of high frequency 
control grid voltage Egfvand plate current Ip. 
>As C or L increases, or in other words, the phase 
diñerence between the voltages of the grids 5 and 
6 is-reduced, the plate current increases and at 

' the same time the high frequency voltage Eg 

4.0 
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appliedto the grid 6 is reduced quickly. „ , 
It must be noted here that the present system 

utilizes an automaticbias device consisting of a 
r'esistance I I and capacity l 2 as an automatic bias 
for the grid 6'. It is the well-known fact that in 
the bias system employing grid current, the plate 
current increases with the reductionof the high 
frequency voltage impressed on the control grid. 
In this system, the high frequency voltage pressed 

K vupon the grid 6 is greatest when the plate current 

'. 50 
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 known systems. 

begins to flow. With reduction of the phase dif 
ference from this point, the voltage >of the grid 6 ' 
_is simultaneously reduced, and by their co-opera 
tion the plate current is considerably increased. 
Thus, since this system uses the phase variation 
and voltage variation together instead of being 
the mere combination of a tuning circuit and 
phase meter, _it is able to operate with very high 
sensibility.  l ß 

Next, let me explain what characteristic fea 
turev this invention has as compared with the 

The systems for measuring 
minute variation of capacity or inductance have 
been studied for'more than ten years, because I 
they are very useful for measuring mechanical 

 displacement through> a medium of capacity- or 
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phant has succeeded in measuring and recording ' 

inductance, whose value is varied by mechanical . 
displacement under measurement. _ * 
One ofy the most effective systems is such a one 

>as to utilize the rapid phase change of the high 
‘ frequency voltage across thel resonant circuit un 
der shifting of its tuning frequency. A I y 
By utilizing such av system ingeniously, Oli 

the variation of the pressure of ñuidr' AHe has 
also published its application to other ñeldsin ' 
"‘The_ Journal of Scientific Instruments,” pages 
386-388,'01 Dec.. 1932. ' ` \ 
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My system too utilizes the phase _shifting phe- 
. nomenon of the tuning circuit, but unlike the 
" known circuit, it has such remarkable features as 
utilize voltage variation also. . 
The novel feature of the present invention con-v 

sists in making a vacuum valve phaseand volt 
meter by a new circuit system, combining-it- in 

'v geniously with the tuning circuit including a test 
’article by a new process, and utilizing ̀ both the 
,phase difference and voltage variation by using 
an automatic bias,v andP thus translating minute 
capacity or minute inductance variation into 
large current or voltage variation. ‘ ` 

'Ifhe following points form the main basis which . 
has enabled> a system of high sensibility, remark 
able accuracy, great stability and simple conf 
struction to be materialized in manufacturing a 
system for translating capacity or inductance 
variationïinto current or voltage.variation by 
utilizing high frequency. It indeed forms :the 
nucleus of my'invention. " A 

(1) A tuning circuit including a test article is 
used without load.` . ' , '  

(2) -Voltage issupplied to the test circuit by 
utilizing the capacity between the inner grids of~ 
the vacuum valve, thus taking the terminal volt-v 
age of _the tuning circuit comprising the coil 2’ 

20 

and condenser 3 in Figure 1»J at the standard I 
vector, and putting the phase variation of the 
screen grid voltage due to the undesirable Varia 
tion of the constants of said circuit out ofthe 
question. f , ' 

„ (3) The screen grid is notprovided with any 
other energy supply source than the output of the 
high frequency oscillator, and itis so devised that „ 

. _absolutely no self-oscillation occurs, even if tun- -' 
ing circuits are provided simultaneously at the 
two control electrodes of one vacuum valve. y ' 

(4) If the detuning of the tuning circuit, com 
prising the test article in Figure 1 reaches ,a cer 
.tain limit, the plate current becomes zero, and if 
it is turned to the opposite direction, the plate 
current reaches a saturation value which may be 
easily brought into agreement with the given val 
ue >of the first calibration by varying the degree of 
the coupling of the output of the oscillator l, or by 
adjusting the _tuning circuit 3 shown in the above 
ñgure. In this way, the long maintenance of 
calibration as is di?cult in this kind of circuit 
'may be obtained easily by simply keeping ̀ con 
stant the value of the ,inductance 9. y y - 

` ‘In accordance with the abovementioned 'fea’ 
tures of the present invention, it is possible to 
overcome ,the manyftech?ical diiiiculties encoun-v 
tered in manufacturing the system for translat` 
ing the variation of ‘capacity or inductance into 
that of current or voltage and to increase the sta 
bility, accuracy' and sensibility and also simplify 
the construction, cffthe system. .l 
According to my experiment, il?` in ̀ this system 
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a valve (1.1257) is,used as a detecting `vacuum f 
valve and a valve (6L6) fused as a crystal con 

- trolled oscillator and oscillation frequency 3500 
kc. adopted,N the plate voltage supply is 250` 
volts, and the capacity oi.' the tuning circuit 1 is ~ 
about 100 micromicrofarads, then the variation-> 

v of the plate current. when unloadedv is 10.5 micro 
>ampîeres for the va ation $4.000' micromicrofarad 
of the capacity in t e tuning-circuit. Also, if in 
the same condition a resistance of 500,900 ohms is , 

 inserted intoA plate circuit, the voltage variation 
across it is 2.75 volts> per M000 micromicrofarad . 
and the range of lthe voltage variationA is 0-22‘0 
volts. '   i . '  ' 
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Judging from the stability of the circuit of this 

A invention, meters or relays can be operated by 
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utilizing such minute variation of the capacity as 
ïì’mooo micromicrofarad. A concrete circuit capa 

' ble of detecting such minute capacity variation so 
easily has never been expected. Indeed, the 
present circuit contributes a great deal to the im 
provement of the electrical and mechanical en 
gineering arts. 
Having now fully described my invention, I 

claim: ' ' ' 

System .of translating the minute variation of 
inductance or capacity into the corresponding 
change of current or voltage, which comprises a 
valve which is at least a tetrode valve and may 
be pentode valve, a separate high frequency os 
cillator for. impreßing 'high _frequency voltage 
upon the screen grid of said valve. a separate 
tuning circuit including inductance or capacity 

20. under measurement, said tuning circuit being 

3 
connected to the control grid of the valve for 
completing a control grid circuit and supplied 
with the high frequency voltage through the in 
terelectrode capacity between screen gridand 
control grid or outer feeding circuit, and an auto 
matic bias device consisting of grid leak resist 
ance and by-pass condenser, inserted in the cath-A 
ode return of the control grid circuit, producing> 
control grid voltage variation, and quick varia 
tion of the phase difference between control grid 

` and screen grid voltage, which are due to `the 
variation of the resonant frequency of said tun 
ing circuit _caused by the change of inductance 
or capacityunder measurementfso as to utilize 
both variations in order to produce the change of 
the plate current of said valve and' translate the 
minute variation of capacity or inductance into 
the corresponding change of voltage or current. 
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